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Abstract—Virtual Learning Environments provide teachers with a web-based platform to create different types of feedback. These
environments usually follow the ’one size fits all’ approach and provide students with the same feedback. Several personalised
feedback frameworks have been proposed which adapt the different types of feedback based on the student characteristics and/or the
assessment question characteristics. The frameworks are intradisciplinary, neglect the characteristics of the assessment question, and
either hard-code or auto-generate the types of feedback from a restricted set of solutions created by a domain expert. This paper
contributes to research carried out on personalised feedback frameworks by proposing a generic novel system which is called the
Ontology-based Personalised Feedback Generator (OntoPeFeGe). OntoPeFeGe addressed the aforementioned drawbacks using an
ontology which is a knowledge representation of the educational domain. It integrated several generation strategies and templates to
traverse the ontology and auto-generate the questions and feedback. The questions have different characteristics, in particular, they
aim to assess students at different levels in Bloom’s taxonomy. Each question is associated with different types of feedback that range
from verifying student’s answer towards giving the student more details related to the answer. The feedback auto-generated in
OntoPeFeGe is personalised using a rule-based algorithm which takes into account the student characteristics and the assessment
question characteristics. The personalised feedback in OntoPeFeGe was quantitatively evaluated on 88 undergraduate students. The
results revealed that the personalised feedback significantly improved the performance of students with low background knowledge. In
addition, the feedback was evaluated qualitatively using questionnaires provided to teachers and students. The results showed that
teachers and students were satisfied about the feedback.
Index Terms—Ontology, formative feedback, Bloom’s taxonomy, question generation, feedback generation, personalised.
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I NTRODUCTION

Personalised learning environments are Virtual Learning
Environments (VLEs) which tailor the learning content and
generate feedback to meet student’s knowledge and goals
[1], [2], [3]. The research presented in this paper focuses
on one important aspect in personalised learning environments, which is providing students with formative feedback
while they are working on assessment questions [4]. Formative feedback is the feedback provided to students after
answering an assessment question and it is a key element
in formative assessment systems [5]. It provides students
with the information required to close the gap between their
current performance and the desired performance [6]. In
addition to the importance of formative feedback content,
Price et al. specified that feedback can only be effective when
the learner understands the feedback and is willing and
able to act on it [7]. Formative feedback can be delivered
to students immediately or after some delay [8]. This research focuses on the immediate formative feedback which
students receive after answering an assessment question.
Formative feedback provided to students in learning environments can be classified into several types, where each
type provides students with different pedagogical content
at a different level of detail [1], [8], [9], [10]. Fig. 1 illustrates
an example of two types of formative feedback and the
pedagogical content associated with each type. Verification
feedback which is also called Knowledge Of Results (KOR)
feedback. It is the simplest type of feedback as it only

Knowledge Of Results
Right/ Wrong
Response Contingent
Right/ Wrong
The correct answer
The reason why the correct answer is correct
The reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect

Fig. 1. Types of formative feedback and their pedagogical content

verifies whether a student’s answer is right or wrong. Response Contingent (RC) feedback is the type of feedback
which provides students with the information required to
understand an educational concept. It verifies the student’s
answer, provides him or her with the correct answer, and
explains to the student the reason why the correct answer is
correct and vice-versa.
Providing students with personalised feedback has been
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identified as a powerful method that helps them understand
the gaps in their knowledge, monitor their progress and
improve their overall performance [11]. Personalised feedback is defined as adapting the type of feedback provided
to a student based on the student’s characteristics (e.g., the
background knowledge and the current level of knowledge)
and/or the question’s characteristics (e.g., the level of the
question in Bloom’s taxonomy) [1], [12], [13], [14].
Several frameworks had been developed to provide
students with personalised feedback by either hard-coding
the feedback in the system or auto-generating the feedback
from a restricted set of solutions created by the teacher or a
domain expert [1], [12], [15], [16], [17], [18], [19], [20]. This
has two main disadvantages: it is a time consuming process,
and the frameworks are intradiscipline and cannot be used
to auto-generate feedback across different educational domains(e.g., computer science and medicine) [21], [22], [23].
The research presented in this paper aims to address
the drawbacks mentioned above by proposing an interdisciplinary framework which auto-generate personalised
feedback across different educational domains using a broad
knowledge base. The framework in called an Ontologybased Personalised Feedback Generator (OntoPeFeGe). OntoPeFeGe generates personalised feedback using the ontology which is a conceptualisation of the domain knowledge
in terms of concepts and properties and it captures the
concepts in an educational course [24]. Ontology has been
used in the past by several feedback generators to generate
different types of feedback [21], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29],
[30]. However, the feedback generators are interdisciplinary
as in addition to the ontology the generators use an expert
knowledge base which captures the experts’ solutions to
the problem scenarios or human intervention (e.g., domain
experts and teachers). The generators also follow the ’one
size fits all approach’ and ignores the student and the assessment question characteristics. Therefore, OntoPeFeGe was
designed to only use the ontology in the auto-generation
process and provide students with personalised feedback
which takes into account the student and the assessment
question characteristics.
This paper contributes to the research carried out in personalised feedback frameworks, the ontology-based question generators, and the ontology-based formative feedback
generators by achieving the following:
Contribution 1: Formative feedback generator. The generator is interdisciplinary and generates different types of
feedback using pre-existing domain ontology. No expert
knowledge base which captures the experts’ solutions to
the problem scenario or human intervention (teacher or
domain expert) is needed. The generator also associates the
different types of feedback to questions auto-generated from
the ontology.
Contribution 2: Personalised feedback algorithm. A formative feedback algorithm had been implemented in Moodle
VLE to provide students with the appropriate type of feedback immediately after answering an assessment question.
The algorithm adopts Mason and Bruning’s personalised
feedback framework [9]. The algorithm adapts the type of
feedback provided to students based on student’s characteristics: background knowledge about a specific educational
topic, current level of knowledge while answering one
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question after another, and the question’s characteristics
which is the level of the question in Bloom’s taxonomy. This
allowed the relationship between student’s characteristics,
question’s characteristics, and the personalised feedback to
be studied for the first time.
Contribution 3: Analyse the effect of personalised feedback
on students’ performance. This paper presents the experiment carried out in Moodle VLE to evaluate the personalised feedback. Both the personalised feedback algorithm
and the auto-generated feedback were evaluated.
The paper is organised as follows: section 2 presents related work, section 3 illustrates the OntoPeFeGe framework
and explains it in details, section 4 illustrates the OntoPeFeGe framework evaluation, and section 5 concludes the
paper with a discussion of the main results and directions
for future research.

2

R ELATED W ORK

This section reviews the existing personalised feedback
frameworks and generators, and highlights the need for a
new personalised feedback generator.
2.1

Personalised Feedback Frameworks

Researchers such as Gouli et al. [31], Mason and Bruning
[9] proposed guidelines to develop personalised feedback
frameworks. Gouli et al. framework adapted the type of
feedback based on students’ current level of knowledge.
While Mason and Bruning’s framework considered students’ background knowledge and current level of knowledge as well as the question’s difficulty. Both frameworks
are theoretical and have never been evaluated on students.
Other researchers such as Narciss et al. [1] and Arroyo
et al. [16], [17], [18], [19] focused on providing students
with personalised feedback based on the student’s current
level of knowledge. Their frameworks were evaluated on
students and the results revealed that the personalised
feedback improved students’ performance. However, their
evaluations had contradictory results regarding the impact
of personalised feedback on the performance of male and
female students. Narciss et al. showed that female students
had higher performance than male students [1]. Arroyo et
al., had similar results in one study [16], [17], however, in
another study they carried out no difference in performance
was found between male and female students [18], [19]. The
personalised feedback evaluation studies mentioned above
suggest that there is still no clear understanding regarding
the relationship between the student’s characteristics, the
question’s characteristics and the personalised feedback [1],
[8], [9], [18]. Moreover, none of the personalised feedback
frameworks which were evaluated on students considered
the question’s characteristics in the feedback adaptation
process. This issue has been addressed by Narciss et al. who
suggested considering the question’s difficulty while providing students with personalised feedback [1]. Therefore,
this paper aims to evaluate Mason and Bruning’s personalised feedback framework [9] which adapts the different
types of feedback based on the student and the question’s
characteristics.
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2.2

3

Ontology-based Feedback Generators

The personalised feedback frameworks explained in Section 2.1 provide students with different types of feedback
by either hard-coding the feedback in the system [12], [15],
[16], [17], [18], [19] or auto-generating the feedback from a
restricted set of solutions created by the teacher or a domain
expert [1], [20]. This has two main disadvantages: it is a
time consuming process, and the frameworks are intradiscipline and cannot be used to auto-generate feedback across
different educational domains (e.g., computer science and
medicine) [21], [22], [23].
To address the time consumption drawback, researchers
used a broad knowledge base called ontology to autogenerate different types of feedback. Table. 1 presents the
surveyed ontology-based feedback generators. Kazi et al.
generated hint feedback which provides the student with
information on what to do next to guide him or her towards the right solution [21], [25], [26]. Sanchez-Vera et
al. [28], [29], [30] generated Knowledge Of Results (KOR)
and Knowledge of Correct Response (KCR) feedback which
verifies a student’s answer and also provides him or her
with the correct answer. Duboc et al. [27], [32] generated
three types of feedback: KCR, Bugs-Related (BR) feedback
which verifies the student’s answer and provides him or her
with the reason why an incorrect answer is incorrect without
giving the student the correct answer, and Topic Contingent
(TC) feedback which verifies the student’s answer, provides
him or her with the correct answer, and explains to the
student the reason why the correct answer is correct.
The ontology-based feedback generators addressed the
time consumption drawback. However, they have the following drawbacks: 1) The auto-generated feedback is domain dependent. This means that in addition to the ontology, the generators either use an expert knowledge base
which captures the experts’ solutions to the problem scenario or human intervention (e.g., domain experts and
teachers) to auto-generate the different types of feedback.
2) The auto-generated feedback is not personalised to meet
the student or the question characteristics.
Providing students with personalised feedback after
auto-generating different types of feedback requires information about the assessment question characteristics. The
feedback generators illistrated in Table. 1 hard-coded the
assessment questions, which means that the questions are
only valid in the educational domain they are created
in. In addition, the feedback generators did not specify
the question characteristics [21], [25], [26], [27], [28], [29],
[30], [32]. Both drawbacks hinder providing students with
personalised feedback in a generic framework. To address
this issue, this research investigated several domain independent question generators [33], [34], [35], [36], [37], [38],
[39], which use an ontology to auto-generate several types
of questions (true or false, multiple choice, and short answer questions) with different characteristics. In particular,
questions aimed to assess students’ cognition at different
levels in Bloom’s taxonomy (knowledge, comprehension,
application, and analysis) [40], [41]. To generate questions
designed to assess students at different levels in Bloom’s taxonomy, the ontology-based question generators use several
stem templates, which are the text stating the question. In

TABLE 1
Ontology-based feedback generators
Feedback generator
Kazi et al.

Types of
feedback
Hint

Sanchez-Vera et al.

KOR
KCR

Duboc et al.

KCR
BR
TC

Domain dependency
Dependent (medicine)
Dependent (Design and
Production of
Educational Materials)
Dependent (medicine)

addition, the generators use several strategies to traverse the
domain ontology and generate the question. For example, a
strategy is used to generate the question’s key which is the
correct answer and the question’s distractors which are the
incorrect answers in a multiple choice question.
To address the drawbacks mentioned above. This paper
presents an Ontology-based Personalised Feedback Generator (OntoPeFeGe). OntoPeFeGe integrates the stem templates and strategies to auto-generate various types of
assessment questions and associates each question with
different types of feedback auto-generated from ontology.
Moreover, OntoPeFeGe provides students with personalised
feedback immediately after answering an assessment question by adopting Mason and Bruning’s personalised feedback framework.

3

O NTO P E F E G E F RAMEWORK

This section introduces the OntoPeFeGe framework which is
shown in Fig.2. The framework consists of two main components: 1) The generator which auto-generates questions and
associates each question with different types of formative
feedback. 2) The personalised feedback algorithm which
provide students with the appropriate type of feedback. The
components are explained in detail in the following sections.
3.1

Generator

The generator takes the domain ontology which captures the
concepts in an educational course as an input and outputs
Q questions associated with T types of feedback. This is
shown in Fig. 2. The generator generates different types
of questions (true and false, multiple choice, and shortanswer) and different types of feedback using the ontologybased generation strategies defined by Papasalouros [33],
[34], Grubisic [36], [37], Al-Yahya [38], [39], Cubric, and Tosic
[35].
3.1.1 Question generation
The ontology-based generation strategies traverse the domain ontology to instantiate a set of stem templates which
are designed to assess student’s cognition at different levels
in Bloom’s taxonomy. Table. 2 illustrates part of the stem
templates for true and false questions (e.g., question 3 in
Table. 2), multiple choice questions (e.g., question 4 in Table.
2), and short answer questions (e.g. question 8 in Table.
2). Grubisic’s stem templates aimed to assess students’
cognition at the following levels in Bloom’s taxonomy: 1)
Knowledge level: Questions at this level focus on assessing
if the students are aware of the subclasses and superclasses
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Fig. 2. Ontology-based Personalised Feedback Generator framework

TABLE 2
Part of the stem templates integrated into OntoPeFeGe
Question
Number
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

Stem template

Bloom’s level

Type of question

Generation strategy

Literature

Which of the following definitions describes the concept Class A?
Read the paragraph and
decide which one of the
following concepts it defines?
Are Class A and Class B
directly connected?
What directly connects
Class A and Class B?
Which one of the following response pairs relates
in the same way as: Class
A Property Class B
Are Class A and Class B
indirectly connected?
Which one of the following
demonstrates the concept
Class A?
How many concepts is
Class A connected with?
Analyse the following text
and decide which one of
the following words is a
correct replacement for the
blank space in the text?

Knowledge

Multiple choice

Property-based

Cubric and Tosic [35]

Knowledge

Multiple choice

Property-based

Cubric and Tosic [35]

Knowledge

True and false

Terminology-based

Grubisic [37]

Knowledge

Multiple choice

Property-based

Grubisic [37]

Comprehension

Multiple choice

Property-based

Cubric and Tosic [35]

Comprehension

True and false

Terminology-based

Grubisic [37]

Application

Multiple choice

Class-based

Cubric and Tosic [35]

Application

Short answer

Property-based

Grubisic [37]

Analysis

Multiple choice

Property-based

Cubric and Tosic [35]
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Fig. 4. Terminology-based strategies

Fig. 3. Class-based strategies

properties between concepts in the domain ontology. 2)
Comprehension level: Questions at this level focus on asking
the students to identify the educational concept’s subclasses
and superclasses. 3) Application level: Questions at this
level assume that the students are more familiar with the
domain ontology being tested, as students are asked to
list subclasses and superclasses in the domain ontology. 4)
Analysis level: Questions at this level focus on assessing the
concept’s annotation properties and the concept’s datatype
and object properties with other concepts in the domain
ontology.
Cubric and Tosic followed a different approach in forming the stem templates. They used words that define each
level in Bloom’s taxonomy such as demonstrate, define,
relate, and analyse [42], [43]. See questions 1, 2, and 5 in
Table. 2.
The stem templates are instantiated during the generation process by the ontology-based generation strategies
defined by Papasalouros [33], [34], Grubisic [36], [37], AlYahya [38], [39], Cubric, and Tosic [35]. The generation
strategies could be categorised into the following: (a) the
class-based strategies, which use the relationship between
the ontology classes and individuals, (b) the terminologybased strategies, which use the relationship between the
class and sub-class in ontologies, and (c) the property-based
strategies, which use the object, datatype, and annotation
properties in the ontologies.
The class-based strategies in the current OntoPeFeGe
framework traverse the input domain ontology to autogenerate multiple choice questions which assess students’
cognition at the application level in Bloom’s taxonomy
(see question 7 in Table. 2). The true and false and short
answer stem templates defined by Grubisic [36], [37], Cubric
and Tosic [35] were not designed to use the class-based
generation strategies. Instead, these questions were generated using the terminology-based and the property-based
strategies. The class-based strategies exploit the property
between the individuals and the class in the input domain
ontology (e.g., Sakathi’s Computer Networks ontology [44])
to generate the question’s Key and Distractor individuals
using the five class-based generation strategies shown in

Fig. 3 [33], [34].
The terminology-based generation strategies used in OntoPeFeGe are Strategy 6 and Strategy 7 which are shown in
Fig. 4. The strategies are used to generate true and false
questions which assess students’ cognition at the knowledge, comprehension, and application levels in Bloom’s
taxonomy. The terminology-based strategies exploit the subClass property which relates the subject resource to the
object resource in the domain ontology as follows:
Subject subClass Object
The subject is a class in the domain ontology (e.g.,
Transport Layer class shown in Fig. 5) and the object could be
either a class or a restriction (a restriction in OWL is a class
defined by describing the individuals it contains [45]) such
as the transmits only frames and the transmits only datagrams
restriction classes shown in Fig. 5.
The property-based generation strategies are used in
OntoPeFeGe to generate true and false, multiple choice,
and short answer questions from the domain ontologies.
The questions generated using the property-based strategies
assess the students’ cognition at the knowledge, comprehension, application and analysis levels in Bloom’s taxonomy.
The property-based strategies are categorised into:
1) Object-based strategies, which exploit the object properties in the domain ontology. Object properties are used
to connect two resources together where the subject resource and the object resource are classes in the domain
ontology.
2) Datatype-based strategies, which exploit the datatype
properties in the domain ontology. Datatype properties
are used to connect a resource to an RDFS:Literal or to
an XML schema built-in datatype value [46].
3) Annotation-based strategies, which exploit the
rdfs:comment (a property which provides human
readable descriptions to concepts in the domain
ontology), and the rdfs:label (a property which is used
to provide a name for the class or the property in the
domain ontology) properties.
The object-based strategies are used to auto-generate
true and false, multiple choice, and short answer questions
which assess students on the knowledge, comprehension,
application and analysis levels in Bloom’s taxonomy. Fig
6 shows the nine object-based generation strategies which
are used in the current OntoPeFeGe framework to generate
questions.
The datatype-based strategies are used in OntoPeFeGe
to generate true and false, multiple choice, and short answer questions by exploiting the datatype properties in
the domain ontology. Fig. 7 shows strategy 17 [36], which
generates the question’s Key and the question’s Distractors.
The Key is the object of the datatype property and it is a
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Fig. 5. Transport Layer and Data link Layer concepts in Sakathi’s ontology [44]

Fig. 8. Annotation-based strategies

Fig. 6. Object-based strategies

Fig. 7. Datatype-based strategy

numerical value while the Distractors are the multiples or
submultiples of the numerical value.
The
annotation-based
strategies
exploit
the
rdfs:comment and the rdfs:label associated with the
ontology classes and individuals in the domain ontology.
Fig. 8 shows the annotation-based strategies, which were
used to generate the multiple choice questions illustrated
in Table. 2. The true and false and short answer stem
templates defined by Grubisic [36], [37], and Cubric and
Tosic [35] were not designed to use the annotation-based
strategies. Instead, they focused on assessing the students
on the object properties in the educational domain.
Integrating the stem templates and the different
ontology-based generation strategies described above into
OntoPeFeGe allowed the quality of tests and questions autogenerated to be quantitatively analysed for the first time
in [47]. The experiment was carried out on three different
auto-generated tests which were performed by 126 students,
88 students and 89 students respectively. The results re-

vealed that the three assessment tests formed from the autogenerated questions had medium difficulty values, which
are very close to the value (0.5) that the test authors are
advised to achieve when constructing tests. In addition, the
results revealed that the questions and tests had satisfactory positive discrimination values, which indicate that the
questions and tests could effectively discriminate between
high ability and low ability students. The results obtained
from the experimental study encouraged associating the
questions generated with different types of feedback. To
specify the types of feedback which teachers usually provide
to students in VLEs, and OntoPeFeGe should focus on, a
preliminary study is carried out in Section 3.1.2. In addition,
a detailed description on feedback generation is provided.
3.1.2

Feedback Generation

This section presents a preliminary study which aims to
specify the types of formative feedback teachers usually use
in VLEs. In addition, it explains the feedback generation
process in detail.
The study focused on analysing the content of formative feedback which teachers provide to students in VLEs
immediately after answering an assessment question. To
achieve this, Brown and Glover qualitative coding system
was used [1], [8], [9], [10], [13], [48]. The coding system
categorises the types of feedback according to the depth of
detail provided in each type into the following three main
categories [49], [50]: 1) Indication feedback which notifies
students if the provided answer is correct or incorrect. This
category contains the Knowledge Of Result (KOR) feedback.
2) Correction feedback which provides students with the
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correct answer. This category contains the Knowledge of
Correct Response (KCR) feedback. 3) Explanation feedback,
which provides students with explanation relevant to their
answers. For example, students who fail to answer the assessment question receive feedback which explains to them
the reason why their answer is incorrect. The explanation
feedback defined by Brown and Glover contains the Bugsrelated (BR), the Topic Contingent (TC) and the Response
Contingent (RC) types of feedback.
Three teachers volunteered to take part in the experiment
from the following schools at the University of Manchester:
the School of Electrical and Electronic Engineering (EEE),
the School of Social Science, and the School of Chemistry.
The teachers used the mbclick [51], [52] assessment system
which is an electronic voting system developed by the
University of Manchester to assess students during a lecture
session [51]. The system provides teachers with a web-based
VLE to create true and false, multiple choice, and short answer questions. It also provides teachers with the facilities to
associate hard-coded feedback, which is called the feedback
comment to each question’s option. Fig. 9 is a screen shot of
a true and false question created in the mbclick system. It
shows the two formative feedback comments created by the
teacher for the question’s true and false options.
Students used their mobile phones to access the mbclick
web-based environment and answer the questions. After
students have submitted their answers, mbclick provides
them with immediate feedback related to their selected
option [51].
In this study, the feedback comments the three teachers
provided to students using mbclick were analysed. Table. 3
shows the educational courses, the number of students, the
level of students, the number of questions and the number
of feedback comments analysed in this study.
Brown and Glover’s feedback coding system [149, 150]
was used to analyse the KOR, KCR and explanation feedback comments teachers provided to students in each of the
courses presented in Table. 3. Each question consisted from
two to five options and each option was associated with a
feedback comment. After that, further analysis was carried
out to investigate the percentage of feedback comments in
each of the explanation feedback categories: BR, TC, and RC
types of feedback. The study also investigated other types
of feedback, which teachers could provide to students in
VLEs. These types of feedback are the hint feedback which
provides a student with information on what to do next
to guide him or her towards the right solution, and the
and Answer Until Correct (AUC) feedback which provides
the student with KOR feedback until he/she answers the
question correctly.
Fig. 10 shows that the percentages of explanation feedback comments were much higher in the four educational
courses [47%-83%] compared to the percentage of KOR
feedback comments which ranged between [11%-34%] and
the percentages of KCR feedback comments which ranged
between [6%-19%]. More detailed analysis was carried out
to investigate the percentages of feedback comments in:
1) The explanation feedback categories: BR, TC, and RC.
2) The hint feedback.
3) The AUC feedback.
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Fig. 11 shows that teachers used the BR, TC, and RC
feedback comments in the four educational courses. However, hint and AUC feedback were not used.
Based on the preliminary study results discussed above,
five different types of formative feedback (KOR, KCR, BR,
TC, RC) were generated in OntoPeFeGe using the domain
ontologies. These types of feedback were either neglected
(Kazi et al. [21], [25], [26] focused on auto-generating hint
feedback) or partially supported (Sanchez-Vera et al. [28],
[29], [30] focused on auto-generating KOR and KCR feedback) by the feedback generators introduced in Section 2.2.
The feedback generated in OntoPeFeGe is domain independent feedback where no expert knowledge base or human
intervention (teachers or domain experts) is needed.
The generator associates the questions with different
types of feedback. Fig. 12 shows that the different types of
feedback are formed from one or more of the following four
pedagogical contents:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Right/wrong.
The correct answer.
The reason why the correct answer is correct.
The reason why an incorrect answer is incorrect.

The feedback pedagogical contents are auto-generated
by traversing the domain ontology and filling the pedagogical content templates, which may change according to
the ontology-based generation strategies (class, terminology,
and property-based strategies) used during the generation
process.
The right/wrong pedagogical content is specified in Algorithm 1 and it is used to auto-generate the KOR feedback. The algorithm does not depend on the ontologybased generation strategies. It only depends on the autogenerated question’s Key and Distractor individuals. Each
Key individual is associated with your answer is right feedback
(line 5), and each Distractor individual is associated with
your answer is wrong feedback (line 7).
Algorithm 1: Right/ wrong pedagogical content
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

op ← options which consist of a key and distractors;
K ← key;
KOR ← Knowledge Of Results feedback;
if op == K then
KOR=GenerateRight();
else
KOR=GenerateWrong();

Similarly, the correct answer pedagogical content does not
depend on the ontology-based generation strategies. It only
requires the auto-generated question’s Key, which represent
the correct answer. The Key could be an individual, class,
or property in the domain ontology. This depends on the
ontology-based generation strategy used during the generation process. For example, in a class-based strategy the
question’s Key will be an individual in the domain ontology
while in a terminology-based strategy the question’s Key
will be a class in the domain ontology. The correct answer
pedagogical content is generated using Algorithm 2 which
uses the Key label (line 4).
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Fig. 9. A true and false question in mbclick and the associated feedback comments

TABLE 3
Number of questions and feedback comments analysed in mbclick

Discipline

Course

Teacher ID

Number of
students

EEE

Java Programming [153]

A

109

EEE

Data Networking [154]

A

64

Social Sciences

Introductory Mathematics [155]

B

218

Chemistry

Introductory Chemistry [156]

C

225

The KCR feedback is formed by calling Algorithm 1
and Algorithm 2 for the auto-generated question’s Key and
Distractors.
As explained above neither the right/wrong pedagogical
content nor the correct answer pedagogical content depend on
the ontology-based generation strategies used in the generation process. Whereas the reason why the correct answer is
correct and the reason why an incorrect answer is incorrect pedagogical contents depend on the ontology-based generation
strategies as shown in Algorithms 3 and 4. This means that
the Bugs-Related (BR), Topic Contingent (TC), and Response
Contingent (RC) feedback pedagogical content will change
based on the ontology-based generation strategy used in
the generation process. The following sections illustrate
the algorithms used to generate BR, TC and RC types
of feedback in OntoPeFeGe. The algorithms are presented
according to the ontology-based generation strategies. The
ontologies used in the following examples are OpenCyc [53]
and Sakathi’s Computer network ontology [44].

Year of study
Second year
undergraduates
Third year
undergraduates
First year
undergraduates
First year
undergraduates

Number of
questions

Number of
feedback
comments

25

88

12

47

4

17

9

36

Algorithm 2: Correct answer pedagogical content
1
2
3
4
5

Function CorrectAnswer (Key)
CA ← Correct Answer;
CA.append(”The correct answer is”);
CA.append(key → label);
return CA;

Class-based strategies
The five class-based generation strategies shown in Fig. 3
[33], [34] are used in OntoPeFeGe to associate the question’s
Key and Distractor individuals with different types of formative feedback. The types of feedback are formed from the
four pedagogical contents shown in Fig. 12.
For a concrete example, Fig. 13 shows the Transport
Layer Protocol class in the OpenCyc ontology [53] which has
six individuals. Applying a class-based strategy (strategy 3
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Algorithm 4: Reason why incorrect pedagogical content
1 Function ReasonIncorrect (Strategy, Key)
2
if Strategy.isClass() then
3
Call Function ClassBasedReasonIncorrect;
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Fig. 10. Percentage of types of feedback provided to students in learning
environments

Algorithm 3: Reason why correct pedagogical content
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Algorithm 5: Reason why correct (class-based strategies)

Function ReasonCorrect (Strategy)
if Strategy.isClass() then
Call Function ClassBasedReasonCorrect;

1

else if Strategy.isTerminology() then
Call Function
TerminologyBasedReasonCorrect;
else if Strategy.isObjectProperty() then
Call Function
ObjectPropertyBasedReasonCorrect;
else if Strategy.isDatatypeProperty() then
Call Function
DatatypePropertyBasedReasonCorrect;
else if Strategy.isAnnotationProperty() then
Call Function AnnotationReasonCorrect;

4

in Fig. 3) to the ontology will generate the multiple choice
question shown in Table. 4, which assess students at the
application level.
Table. 4 shows that the question’s Key is the Transmission
Control Protocol which is an individual in the Transport Layer
Protocol class, while the Distractors are generated from sibling classes such as the Domain Name System Protocol which
is an individual in the Application Layer Protocol class.
When a student chooses the Domain Name System Protocol as an answer, he or she will be provided with the
auto-generated formative feedback shown in Table. 4. For
example, in Table. 4 the feedback pedagogical contents your
answer is wrong and the correct answer is Transmission Control
Protocol are generated using Algorithm 1 and Algorithm 2
respectively. OntoPeFeGe also auto-generates the reason why
the correct answer is correct and the reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect pedagogical contents using Algorithm 5 and
Algorithm 6 respectively. Algorithm 5 takes the question’s
Key individual (line 1) as a parameter (e.g., Transmission
Control Protocol) and provides students with the ontology
class (e.g., Transport Layer Protocol) which the Key individual
belongs to (line 7). See the reason why the correct answer is
correct pedagogical content auto-generated for the question

else if Strategy.isTerminology() then
Call Function
TerminologyBasedReasonIncorrect;
else if Strategy.isObjectProperty() then
Call Function
ObjectPropertyBasedReasonIncorrect;
else if Strategy.isDatatypeProperty() then
Call Function
DatatypePropertyBasedReasonIncorrect;
else if Strategy.isAnnotationProperty() then
Call Function AnnotationReasonIncorrect;

2
3

5

6
7
8

Function ClassBasedReasonCorrect (Key)
KR ← Reason why the Key option is correct;
KR.append(”The reason why”);
KR.append(Key → label);
KR.append(”is the correct answer is due to the
following:”);
KR.append(Key → label);
KR.append(Key → class);
return KR;

example in Table. 4.
On the other hand, Algorithm 6 takes the question’s
Distractor individual as a parameter (e.g., Domain Name System Protocol) and provides students with information about
the Distractor class in which the individual they selected
belongs to (e.g., Application Layer Protocol). See the reason
why the incorrect answer is incorrect pedagogical content autogenerated for the question example in Table. 4.
Terminology-based strategies
Two terminology-based generation strategies (Strategy 6
and Strategy 7) shown in Fig. 4 are used in the current
OntoPeFeGe framework to generate true and false questions
Algorithm 6: Reason why incorrect (Class-based strategies)
1
2

3
4
5

6
7
8

Function ClassBasedReasonIncorrect (Distractor)
DI ← Reason why the distractor option is
incorrect;
DI .append(”The reason why”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(”is the incorrect answer is due to the
following:”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(Distractor → class);
return DI ;
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Fig. 11. Percentage of types of feedback provided to students in mbclick

TABLE 4
Question and feedback generated using a class-based strategy
Ontology-based generation strategy
Stem template
Stem individual
Key
Distractors

Generated feedback pedagogicalcontent when
a student selects the Domain Name System Protocol.

Class-based generation strategy (Strategy 3)
Which one of the following demonstrates the concept Class A?
Which one of the following demonstrates the concept Transport Layer Protocol?
Transmission Control Protocol
IEEE 8.2 wireless LAN protocol
Domain Name System Protocol
Internet Protocol
1. Your answer is wrong.
2. The correct answer is Transmission Control Protocol.
3. The reason why Transmission Control Protocol is the correct answer is due to
the following: Transmission Control Protocol is a Transport Layer Protocol.
4. The reason why Domain Name System Protocol is the incorrect answer is due
to the following: Domain Name System Protocol is an Application Layer Protocol.

which assess students’ cognition at the knowledge, comprehension, and application levels in Bloom’s taxonomy.
OntoPeFeGe auto-generates the reason why the correct
answer is correct pedagogical content for the true and false
questions using Algorithm 7. The algorithm uses the question’s Key, and the subject parameters (line 1). The subject of
the subClass property is used as a parameter because the Key
in true and false questions is either a yes or no individual.
Algorithm 7 retrieves the superclasses for the subject to help
the student relate the subject to the correct object (line 6).
For each superclass (Object) the algorithm checks if it is a
class (line 7) or a restriction. If the superclass is a class,
then the algorithm retrieves the superclass label (line 10).
On the other hand, if the superclass is a restriction (line
11) the algorithm retrieves the type of the restriction (line
14) which could be owl:allValuesFrom, owl:someValuesFrom,
or owl:hasValue (see Section 2.3.1 in Chapter 2, page 38), and
then retrieves the property label (line 15) and the class label
(line 16) which the restriction is applied on.
For example, Table. 5 shows a true and false knowledge
level question auto-generated using the terminology-based
strategy 6 shown in Fig. 4. The question is auto-generated
after traversing the domain ontology shown in Fig. 5. The
ontology shows that the Transport Layer is a subclass of
transmits only datagrams restriction class, and the Data link
Layer is a subclass of transmits only frames restriction class.

Algorithm 7: Reason why correct (Terminology-based
strategies)
1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17

Function TerminologyBasedReasonCorrect (Key, Subject)
KR ← Reason why the Key option is correct;
KR.append(”The reason why”);
KR.append(Key → label);
KR.append (is the correct answer is due to the
following:);
foreach class  Subject.listSuperclasses do
if class.isRestriction() == false then
KR.append(Subject → label);
KR.append(”is”);
KR.append(class → label);
else
KR.append(Subject → label);
Restriction = class → asRestriction();
Type = Restriction → type ;
KR.append(Type → getPropertyLabel);
KR.append(Type → getValuesFromLabel);
return KR;
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Algorithm 8: Reason why incorrect (Terminologybased strategies)

Knowledge Of Results
Right/ Wrong

1

Knowledge of Correct Response

2

Right/ Wrong

3
4

The correct answer

5

6

Bugs-related

7

The correct answer

8

The reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect

9
10
11

Topic Contingent

12
13

The correct answer

14

Function TerminologyBasedReasonIncorrect (Distractor,
Object)
DI ← Reason why the distractor option is
incorrect;
DI .append(The reason why);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(is the incorrect answer is due to the
following:);
foreach class  Object.listSubClasses do

DI .append(class → label);
if Object.isRestriction() == false then
DI .append(Object → label);
else
Restriction = Object → asRestriction();
Type = Restriction → type ;
DI .append(Type → getPropertyLabel);
DI .append(Type → getValuesFromLabel);

The reason why the correct answer is correct
15

return DI ;

Response Contingent
The correct answer
The reason why the correct answer is correct
The reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect

Fig. 12. Types of formative feedback and their pedagogical content

The question is auto-generated by replacing the object in
the following statement from transmits only datagrams to
transmits only frames:
Subject

Object

}|
{ zP roperty
}|
{
z
}| { z
T ransport Layer0 subclass transmits only datagram0
Table. 5 also shows an example of the reason why the correct
answer is correct pedagogical content, which explained to
students that the Transport layer transmits datagrams and not
frames. OntoPeFeGe also auto-generates the reason why the
incorrect answer is incorrect pedagogical content using Algorithm 8. The algorithm uses the question’s Distractor and the
object parameter (line 1) which is used to retrieve the object
subclasses (line 6). To auto-generate the pedagogical content
the algorithm uses the subclass label (line 7) and checks if
the object parameter is a class (line 8) or a restriction. The
object in the example shown in Table. 5 is transmits only
frames, which is a restriction and the subclass of the object
is the Data link Layer (see Fig. 5). The pedagogical content is
auto-generated to explain to students that the Data link Layer
transmits frames.
Property-based strategies
The following three categories of the property-based strategies: object-based strategies, datatype-based strategies, and
Annotation-based strategies are used to generate the different types of feedback.

The object-based strategies generate the reason why the
correct answer is correct pedagogical content using Algorithm
9. The algorithm uses the question’s Key, which could be
an individual, class, property, or yes/no (if a true and false
question is generated). The algorithm also takes the Key object property, the Key subject, and the Key object parameters
to capture the statement associated with the correct answer
(subject property object). OntoPeFeGe also auto-generates
the reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect using Algorithm
10 which takes the Distractor object property, the Distractor
subject, and the Distractor object parameters which capture
the statement associated with the incorrect answer (subject
property object). The reason why the correct answer is correct
pedagogical content auto-generated using the object-based
strategies provides students with the statement associated
with the correct answer, while the reason why the incorrect
answer is incorrect pedagogical content provides students
with the statement associated with the incorrect answer.
Table. 6 shows an example of a comprehension level
question auto-generated using the object-based strategy 14
shown in Fig. 6. The table shows the reason why the correct
answer is correct pedagogical which explains to the student
that the Connection Control (Key object) is a function (Key
object property) of the Transport Layer (Key subject). While
the reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect explains to
the student that the Logical Addressing (Distractor object)
is a function (Distractor object property) of the Network Layer
(Distractor subject).
The data-type based strategics generate true and false,
multiple choice, and short answer questions by exploiting
the datatype properties in the domain ontology. Fig. 7 shows
strategy 17 [36], which generates the question’s Key and the
question’s Distractors. The Key is the object of the datatype
property and it is a numerical value while the Distractors
are the multiples or submultiples of the numerical value.
OntoPeFeGe uses Algorithm 11 to auto-generate the rea-
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Fig. 13. Transport Layer Protocol class and individuals in OpenCyc ontology
TABLE 5
Question and feedback generated using a terminology-based strategy
Terminology-based generation strategy
(Strategy 6)
Is Class A subclass of Class B?
Is Transport layer transmits frames?
No
Transport layer transmits datagrams
Yes Transport layer transmits frames
1. Your answer is wrong.
2. The correct answer is No.
3. The reason why No is the correct answer is due to the following: Transport layer transmits datagrams.
4. The reason why Yes is the incorrect answer is due to the following: Data link layer transmits frames.

Ontology-based generation strategy
Stem template
Stem individual
Key
Distractors
Generated feedback pedagogical
content when a student selects the
Yes option.

TABLE 6
Question and feedback generated using an object-based strategy
Ontology-based generation strategy
Stem template
Stem individual
Key
Distractors

Generated feedback pedagogical content when
a student selects the Logical Addressing.

Property-based generation strategy (Strategy 14)
Which superclass is directly connected by Property with Class A?
Which one of the following is a function of the Transport Layer?
Connection Control
Synchronisation
Logical Addressing
Physical Addressing
1. Your answer is wrong.
2. The correct answer is Connection Control.
3. The reason why Connection Control is the correct answer is due to the following:
Transport Layer functions Connection Control.
4. The reason why Logical Addressing is the incorrect answer is due to the following:
Network Layer functions Logical Addressing.

son why the correct answer is correct pedagogical content.
The algorithm takes the question’s Key and the datatype
property associated with the Key (keyDatatypeProperty) as
parameters (line 1) and then retrieves the object of the key
datatype property (line 9). Table. 7 illustrates a true and false
analysis level question auto-generated using Strategy 17.
The question aims to assess if the students know the number
of layers in the Transmission Control Protocol/ Internet
Protocol model (TCP/IP model). TCP/IP model is a class in the
domain ontology which has the number of layers datatype
property. Table. 7 shows that the reason why the correct answer
is correct pedagogical content explained to students that the

number of layers in the TCP/IP model is 4.
In addition to the reason why the correct answer is correct
pedagogical content, OntoPeFeGe auto-generates the reason
why the incorrect answer is incorrect using Algorithm 12. The
algorithm uses the question’s Distractor (line 1). It starts by
providing students with information about their selected
answer (line 4), and then explains that the selected answer
is double, triple, or quadruple the correct answer (line 8).
After that, the algorithm provides the students with more
details about the correct answer. Table. 7 shows an example
of the reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect pedagogical content which is auto-generated in OntoPeFeGe. The
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Algorithm 12: Reason why incorrect (Datatype-based
strategies)
Algorithm 9: Reason why correct (Object-based strategies)
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9

Function ObjectPropertyBasedReasonCorrect (Key,
keyObjProperty, keySubject, keyObject)
KR ← Reason why the Key option is correct;
KR.append(”The reason why”);
KR.append(Key → label);
KR.append(”is the correct answer is due to the
following:”);
KR.append(keySubject → label);
KR.append(keyObjProperty → label);
KR.append(keyObject → label);
return KR;

1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16

Algorithm 10: Reason why incorrect (Object-based
strategies)
1

2

3
4
5

6
7
8
9

Function ObjectPropertyBasedReasonIncorrect
(Distractor, distractorObjProperty,
distractorSubject,distractorObject)
DI ← Reason why the distractor option is
incorrect;
DI .append(”The reason why”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(”is the incorrect answer is due to the
following:”);
DI .append(distractorSubject → label);
DI .append(distractorObjProperty → label);
DI .append(distractorObject → label);
return DI ;

Algorithm 11: Reason why correct (Datatype-based
strategies)
1

2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10
11

Function DatatypePropertyBasedReasonCorrect (Key,
keyDatatypeProperty)
KR ← Reason why the Key option is correct;
KR.append(”The reason why”);
KR.append(Key → label);
KR.append(”is the correct answer is due to the
following:”);
KR.append(keyDatatypeProperty → label);
KR.append(”of”);
KR.append(Key → label KR.append(”is”);
object = keyDatatypeProperty → Object;
KR.append(object → label);
return KR;

17

Function ObjectPropertyBasedReasonIncorrect
(Distractor, Key, keyDatatypeProperty)
DI ← Reason why the distractor option is
incorrect;
DI .append(”The reason why”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(”is the incorrect answer is due to the
following:”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(”is”);
DI .append(multiplierValue → label);
DI .append(keyDatatypeProperty → label);
DI .append(Key → label);
DI .append(”and”);
DI .append(keyDatatypeProperty → label);
DI .append(”of”);
DI .append(Key → label);
object = keyDatatypeProperty → Object;
DI .append(object → label);
return DI ;

pedagogical content explained to students that 8 is double
the number of layers in the TCP/IP model. It also provided
the students with information about the number of layers
in the TCP/IP model. The annotation-based strategies autogenerate the reason why the correct answer is correct pedagogical content using Algorithm 13. The Algorithm takes the following parameters: the Key in the auto-generated question,
the name of the annotation-based strategy (e.g., Strategy
18), and the ontology class having the annotation property
used to auto-generate the question’s Key (ClassAnnot). The
ClassAnnot parameter is used when questions are generated
using strategy 19 (see Fig. 8). Strategy 19 shows that the
question’s Key is a class in the domain ontology, which is
described in the annotation property of another class in the
same domain ontology.
The algorithm shows that the annotation-based strategies auto-generate different pedagogical contents for the
reason why the correct answer is correct. When strategy 18
[35] is used in the generation process, students are provided
with questions to assess if they could provide a definition of
the educational concepts (class or individual) in the domain
ontology (see question 1 in Table. 2). The options (Key and
Distractors) in the auto-generated question are definitions
retrieved from several classes or individuals in the domain
ontology. OntoPeFeGe auto-generates the reason why the
correct answer is correct pedagogical content to provide the
students with the Key class (the correct educational concept)
which the definition belongs to (line 9).
On the other hand, when strategy 19 [35] is used to
auto-generate the multiple choice questions, the question’s
Key is auto-generated from an ontology class having an
annotation property containing the Key. Therefore, the pedagogical content is auto-generated by querying the class
annotation property (line 14). For example, Table. 8 illustrates an analysis level question generated using strategy
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TABLE 7
Question and feedback generated using a datatype-based strategy
Ontology-based generation strategy
Stem template
Stem individual
Key
Distractors
Generated feedback pedagogical
content when a student selects the
Yes option.

Property-based generation strategy (Strategy 17)
Is Property of Subject Object?
Is number of layers of TCP/IP model 8?
No
Yes
1. Your answer is wrong.
2. The correct answer is 4.
3. The reason why 4 is the correct answer is due to the following: The number of layers of
TCP/IP model is 4.
4. The reason why 8 is the incorrect answer is due to the following: 8 is double the number
of layers of TCP/IP model and number of layers of TCP/IP model is 4.

Algorithm 13: Reason why correct (Annotation-based
strategies)
1

2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

Function AnnotationReasonCorrect (Key , strategyName,
ClassAnnot)
KR ← Reason why the Key option is correct;
if strategyName == Strategy18 then
KR.append(”The reason why”);
KR.append(Key → comment);
KR.append(”is the correct answer is due to the
following:”);
KR.append(Key → comment);
KR.append(”is the definition for”);
KR.append(Key → label);
else if strategyName == Strategy19 then
KR.append(”The reason why”);
KR.append(Key → label);
KR.append(”is the correct answer is due to the
following:”);
KR.append(ClassAnnot → comment);
else if strategyName == Strategy20 then
KR.append(”The reason why”);
KR.append(Key → label);
KR.append(”is the correct answer is due to the
following:”);
KR.append(Key → label);
KR.append(”is defined as”);
KR.append(Key → comment);
return KR;

Algorithm 14: Reason why incorrect (Annotationbased strategies)
1

2

3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13

14
15
16
17
18

19
20
21
22

19. The question’s Key is the Application layer protocol, which
is contained in the Presentation Layer Protocol annotation
property (rdfs:comment). The table shows the reason why the
correct answer is correct pedagogical content, which provides
the students with the rdfs:comment of the Presentation Layer
Protocol.
In addition to strategies 18 and 19, strategy 20 [35] is
used to auto-generate questions which assess if the students
could relate a specific definition to a concept in the domain
ontology. Algorithm 13 shows that the reason why the correct
answer is correct pedagogical content is generated to provide
the student with the correct definition that is related to the
question’s Key (see line 22 in Algorithm 13).
OntoPeFeGe also auto-generates the reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect using Algorithm 14. The generation
process is similar to Algorithm 13. However, instead of

Function AnnotationReasonIncorrect (Distractor,
strategyName)
DI ← Reason why the distractor option is
incorrect;
if strategyName == Strategy18 then
DI .append(”The reason why”);
DI .append(Distractor → comment);
DI .append(”is the incorrect answer is due to
the following:”);
DI .append(Distractor → comment);
DI .append(”is the definition for”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
else if strategyName == Strategy19 then
DI .append(”The reason why”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(”is the incorrect answer is due to
the following:”);
DI .append(Distractor → comment);
else if strategyName == Strategy20 then
DI .append(”The reason why”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(”is the incorrect answer is due to
the following:”);
DI .append(Distractor → label);
DI .append(”is defined as”);
DI .append(Distractor → comment);
return DI ;

using the Key parameter the function used the Distractor
parameter. For example, Table. 8 shows the reason why the incorrect answer is incorrect pedagogical content auto-generated
in OntoPeFeGe when strategy 19 is used. The table shows
that when a student chose the Session Layer Protocol he or
she was provided with the annotation property associated
with the chosen Distractor (Session Layer Protocol).
3.2

Personalised Feedback Algorithm

The previous section introduced the generator, which autogenerates KOR, KCR, BR, TC, and RC types of feedback
from a domain ontology. The generator associated the different types of feedback with questions aimed to assess
the students at different levels in Bloom’s taxonomy. This
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TABLE 8
Question and feedback generated using an annotation-based strategy
Ontology-based generation strategy
Stem template

Stem individual
Key
Distractors

Generated feedback pedagogical
content when a student selects the
Session Layer Protocol option.

Property-based generation strategy (Strategy 19)
Analyse the following text and decide which one of the following words is a correct
replacement for the blank space in the text:
Note: the text is Class B’s annotationproperty (comment) and the blank spaceshown below is Class A,
which is contained in the comment.
Analyse the following text and decide which one of the following words is a correct
replacement for the blank space in the text: ’A presentation layer protocol takes
the responsibility for routine tasks from an ——, such as converting between character sets.’
Application Layer Protocol
Presentation Layer Protocol
Transport Layer Protocol
Session Layer Protocol
1. Your answer is wrong.
2. The correct answer is Application Layer Protocol.
3. The reason why Application Layer Protocol is the correct answer is due to the following:
A presentation layer protocol takes the responsibility for routine tasks from an Application
Layer Protocol, such as converting between character sets.
4. The reason why Session Layer Protocol is the incorrect answer is due to the following:
Session Layer Protocol allows sessions to be established between two machines. A session
facilitates processes that involve intensive data transfer between two computers, such as
transferring a large file.

section explains the personalised feedback algorithm which
provides the appropriate type of formative feedback to
the students immediately after answering an assessment
question. The algorithm is rule-based which adopts and
implements the theoretical personalised feedback framework proposed by Mason and Bruning [9]. The algorithm
starts by fetching the first question in a test. Students with
low background knowledge receive Response Contingent
feedback regardless of the correctness of their answer or
the level of the question in Bloom’s taxonomy. On the
other hand, students with high background knowledge are
provided with different types of feedback based on their
current level of knowledge and the level of the question
in Bloom’s taxonomy. Students who answer the knowledge
level questions correctly are provided with Bugs-Related
feedback, and the students who answer the knowledge
level questions incorrectly are provided with Topic Contingent feedback. The algorithm also considers students
with high background knowledge and provides them with
Topic Contingent feedback after answering comprehension,
application and analysis level questions regardless of the
correctness of their answer.

4

O NTO P E F E G E FRAMEWORK E VALUATION

This section presents the experiment carried out to evaluate
the ontology-based personalised feedback generator and
contributes to the research carried out in the personalised
feedback frameworks [1], [9], [16], [17], [18], [19] and the
ontology-based formative feedback generators [21], [25],
[26], [27], [28], [29], [30] by achieving the following: 1) Examine the effect of personalised feedback on students’ performance. 2) Study the relationship between student’s characteristics (background knowledge), the question’s characteristics (the level of each question in Bloom’s taxonomy
[40]) and the personalised feedback, and how they affect
students’ performance. 3) Observe students and teachers’
satisfaction regarding the auto-generated feedback.
In 2013/2014, eighty-eight (69 males, 19 females) second
and third year undergraduate students registered in the

Data Networking course [54] and the Computer Networks
course [55] at the University of Manchester volunteered to
take part in the experiment. Students’ identities were kept
anonymous. Several ontologies which capture the educational concepts in the Data Networking and Computer Networks courses exists. To select the best candidate ontology
which could be used in OntoPeFeGe, a method for Terminological ONtology Evaluation (TONE) was developed and
used. TONE uses a textual corpus (e.g., textbooks) to evaluate the conceptual coverage of the underlying ontology, and
the level of details an ontology captures about each concept
(semantic richness). TONE combined the individual features
introduced in existing methods by extracting terms form
the corpus using several term extraction and recognition
tools including noun phrase extractor and term frequency
algorithm. Then it measures the ontology coverage and
semantic richness metrics using the following equation:

Score = wc ×

SR(O, T )
F (O, T )
+ ws ×
(1)
max(F (O, T ))
max(SR(O, T ))

Where:
O: Set of concepts in the candidate domain ontology.
T : Is a set of terms extracted from the corpus and their
synonyms obtained using WordNet.
F (O, T ): Is the F-measure Score of the candidate domain ontology.
SR(O, T ): Is the Semantic Richness Score of the candidate domain ontology.
wc : Is the weight assigned by the teacher to the Fmeasure coverage score and it has a value between 0
and 1.
ws : Is the weight assigned by the teacher to the Semantic Richness Score score. It is (1-wc ) and it has a value
between 0 and 1.
The ontology coverage was measured using the Fmeasure metric, while the semantic richness was measured
for each concept in the candidate domain ontology which
matches a term in the list of terms extracted from the corpus
using the following formula:
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TABLE 9
Distribution of the ontology-based generated questions

Tests
1
2
3

Ontology-based generation
strategies

# of
questions
14
16
14

Class

Terminology

Property

1
1
1

4
4
4

9
11
9

Pmt
Semantic Richness =

i=1 (Ri

level of the question in
Bloom’s taxonomy
Knowl- CompAppedge
rehension lication
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4
4

+ Ai + Si )
mt

Types of question
Analysis
2
4
2

True/False

Multiple choice

Short answer

4
4
4

10
11
9

0
1
1

(2)

Where:

Ri : The summation of the number of concept’ superclasses, subclasses and sibling classes.
Ai : The summation of the number of object properties,
datatype properties, and annotation properties associated with the concept i.
Si : The number of concepts in the candidate domain
ontology that have the same meaning (synonymous) or
have a name that contains concept i0 s name.
mt: Is the total number of matched terms between the
concepts in the candidate domain ontology and the list
of extracted terms.
Values of F-measure and semantic richness are normalised to be in the range [0, 1] by dividing them by
the maximum value of the measure for all candidate ontologies. Finally, ontologies are ranked according to their
score. TONE was used to select the best candidate domain ontologies from a set of four ontologies using Eq. 1:
the Computer Networks ontology which was intentionally
developed to capture concepts in the computer networks
domain, OpenCyc ontology which captures concepts related
to the computer networks domain, Pizza ontology which
describes the domain of pizza including pizza types, and CProgramming Language ontology which captures general
concepts in C programming. The wc and ws were assigned
a 0.5 value. TONE selected two ontologies which had the
highest scores: the Computer Networks ontology which had
the 0.531 score and the OpenCyc ontology which had 0.522
score. The Pizza ontology and C-Programming Language
ontology had lower scores with 0.062 and 0.065 values
respectively. TONE is an essential preface to OntoPeFeGe as
it helps teachers select the most suitable candidate domain
ontology for the generation process.
The experiment was carried out in the Moodle Virtual
Learning Environment (VLE) [56] in a course called ’Computer Networks’, which was created for the purpose of this
experiment. The course included three tests which consist
of assessment questions generated in OntoPeFeGe using
the Computer Networks and OpenCyc ontologies. The tests
aimed to assess students’ knowledge of the transport layer
topic. The tests shown in Table. 9 are not identical (the
assessment questions in each test were different) but have
similar structure; i.e., the tests consisted of questions assessing students’ cognition at four levels in Bloom’s taxonomy
(knowledge, comprehension, application, and analysis). In
addition, the tests used in the experiment were evaluated

Fig. 14. Performance of students with different background knowledge

in [47] and proved to have approximately similar difficulty
and discrimination values.
This study used the pre-test/treatment/post-test design.
Students were asked first to answer the pre-test, and the
test scores were used to allocate them randomly to the
experimental group (40 males, 8 females) and the control
group (29 males, 11 females) using the matched pairs design
approach [57]. The basis for allocation is matching each
member of the experimental group to a member of the control group based on their pre-test scores (background knowledge). This prevents having an unbalanced assignment of
students with similar background knowledge in the same
group. In the treatment phase, students in the experimental
group received personalised feedback after answering each
question, while students in the control group received KOR
feedback. The KOR feedback was chosen because it is the
default type of feedback auto-generated to students after
answering true and false, multiple choice and short answer
questions in VLEs (e.g., Moodle). Moreover, KOR provides
students with the lowest level of information (correct or
incorrect) compared with other types of feedback. After
receiving personalised and KOR feedback in the treatment
phase students were asked to answer the post-test.
4.1 Effect of Personalised Feedback on students’ performance
The results shown in Fig. 14 revealed that the personalised
feedback significantly improved the performance of stu-
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dents with low background knowledge (Z = -1.989, P-value
= 0.047, P-value < 0.05). On the contrary, students with low
background knowledge in the control group who received
KOR feedback had no difference in their performance (Z = 1.574, P-value = 0.116, P-value > 0.05). Moreover, the results
revealed that high background knowledge students in the
experimental and control had no statistically significant difference between the pre-test performance and post-test performance. This suggests that students with low background
knowledge benefit more from the personalised feedback
compared to KOR feedback. The results are consistent with
the results obtained by Arroyo et al. [18], [19]. Moreover, the
results comply with Black and William’s findings in [58].
4.2 Relationship between students and questions’
characteristics
The OntoPeFeGe adopts Mason and Bruning’s personalised
feedback theoretical framework [9] which considered both
student’s characteristics (background knowledge, current
level of knowledge) and the question’s characteristics (level
of assessment question in Bloom’s taxonomy). None of the
personalised feedback frameworks in section 2.1 adapted
the different types of feedback based on the question’s
characteristics or studied the relationship between the personalised feedback and the question’s characteristics. Therefore, this experiment aims to examine students’ performance after receiving the personalised feedback associated
with questions designed to assess students at each level of
Bloom’s taxonomy. Moreover, the effect of the personalised
feedback is compared to KOR feedback. The results revealed
that both the personalised feedback and KOR feedback have
the same effect on students’ performance when provided
to students after they answered questions designed to assess them at the knowledge and comprehension levels in
Bloom’s taxonomy. However, the effect of personalised feedback and KOR feedback on students’ performance differed
for questions designed to assess students at the application and analysis levels in Bloom’s taxonomy. While the
personalised feedback had no statistically significant effect
on students’ performance for questions designed to assess
students at the application level, KOR feedback improved
students’ performance significantly (Z = -2.495, P-value =
0.013, P-value < 0.05). On the other hand, the personalised feedback improved students’ performance significantly compared to students who received KOR feedback
at questions assessing the analysis level, as 50% of students
had learning gain (post-test - pre-test) above zero in the
experimental group compared to 25% of students in the
control group. This result suggests that students benefited
more from the personalised feedback at questions assessing
the analysis level in Bloom’s taxonomy.
4.3

Quality of Auto-generated Feedback

The quality of auto-generated feedback were evaluated by
observing students’ satisfaction and teachers’ satisfaction.
Students in the experimental group (48 students) answered
a questionnaire which aimed to assess if the students understand the formative feedback and are willing and able to act
on it [7]. The questionnaire assessed students’ satisfaction
regarding the feedback’s usefulness, clarity, and whether
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the feedback helped them answer other questions in the
test. The questionnaire had three questions scored on a 3point Likert scale (agree, neutral, disagree). Fig. 15 shows
that 72.92% of the students in the experimental group agreed
that the feedback is useful, 70.83% agreed that the generated
feedback was easy to read, and 68.75% agreed that the
formative feedback provided in Moodle VLE helped them
in answering some of the following questions in the assessment tests. The results are consistent with the evaluation
results obtained by the ontology-based formative feedback
generators in Section 2.2 where students accepted the autogenerated feedback and agreed that it was useful [21], [25],
[27], [28], [29].
Fig. 15 also shows that approximately one-third of students in the experimental group were not satisfied with
the formative feedback provided. Further investigation was
carried out to investigate the correlation between students’ responses to each question in the questionnaire and
their background knowledge, post-test performance and the
change in their performance from the pre-test to the posttest (increase, decrease, no change). The results revealed no
correlation between students responses to the first question
’feedback is useful’ and their background knowledge, posttest performance, and the change in their performance from
the pre-test to the post-test. The results also revealed that
students responses to the ’feedback is easy to read’ question
had no correlation with their background knowledge and
post-test performance. However, the percentage of students
in the experimental group who had an improvement in
their performance (from the pre-test to the post-test) and
agreed that the formative feedback was easy to read (64.7%)
was higher than the percentage of student who agreed that
the feedback was easy to read and had no improvement
(5.9%) or decrease (29.4%) in their performance (Spearman’s
R = 0.378, P-value = 0.008, P-value < 0.01). Moreover, the
percentage of students in the experimental group who had
a decrease in their performance and disagreed that the
feedback was easy to read (64.3%) was high compared to
students who had no effect (14.3%) or improvement in
their performance (21.4%). The results also revealed that
93.8% of students in the experimental group with low
background knowledge (pre-test performance < 50) agreed
that the formative feedback helped them answer some of
the upcoming questions in the tests, compared to 56.3% of
students with high background knowledge (Spearman’s R =
0.381, P-value = 0.007, P-value < 0.01). Moreover, Students
in the experimental group with post-test performance below
50 agreed that the formative feedback helped them answer
some of the upcoming question in the test while students
with post-test performance above 50 disagreed (Spearman’s
R = 0.358, P-value = 0.013, P-value < 0.05). These results are
consistent with the results obtained by Bedford and Price’s
[59] which showed that students with high performance
scores disagreed that the feedback was helpful.
The ontology-based auto-generated feedback was also
evaluated by three domain experts (teachers). One domain
expert was a computer networks lecturer at the School of
Electrical and Electronic Engineering, University of Manchester and the other two domain experts were specialists in
Virtual Learning Environments, however, they do not teach
courses related to computer networks. The three experts
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Fig. 15. OntoPeFeGe feedback evaluated by students (Experimental
group)

accessed the ontology-based auto-generated tests in Moodle
VLE in order to evaluate the auto-generated questions and
formative feedback by answering a 5-point Likert scale (1:
strongly disagree, to 5: strongly agree) questionnaire. The
teachers (three domain experts) were satisfied with the
ontology-based auto-generated feedback as they agreed that
the feedback was easy to read (the average ranking score
is 4.0), useful (the average ranking score is 3.67), and that
the OntoPeFeGe provides students with different types of
feedback (the average ranking score is 3.67). Moreover, they
agreed that the feedback’s pedagogical content is reasonable
and related to the auto-generated question (the average
ranking score is 4.34).

5

C ONCLUSION

The work presented in this paper is motivated by the existence of several personalised feedback frameworks which
are intradisciplinary, i.e., the different types of feedback are
either hard-coded or auto-generated from a restricted set
of solutions defined by the teacher or the domain expert
[1], [20]. Furthermore, Mason and Bruning’s personalised
feedback framework [9], which adapts the different types
of feedback based on the student and the question characteristics was never evaluated on students even though
the question characteristics were considered as important
factors in the process of personalising feedback [1]. Therefore, the primary aim of this paper was to propose a novel,
interdisciplinary, generic framework which addresses the
aforementioned drawbacks. The framework is called the
Ontology-based Personalised Feedback Generator (OntoPeFeGe) and consist of two main components. The first component is the generator which auto-generates questions with
different characteristics and associates each question with
different types of feedback. The generated questions were
evaluated in [47] and proved to have efficient difficulty and
discrimination values. The generator presented in this paper
associated the auto-generated true/false, multiple choice
and short answer questions with five different types of
feedback which teachers usually use when providing students with immediate feedback. The five different types of
feedback were associated with each question’s option. The
second component is the personalised feedback algorithm
which provide students with appropriate type of feedback
after answering an assessment question.
The generated personalised feedback were evaluated by
88 undergraduate students and three domain experts. The
results revealed that the personalised feedback improved
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students’ performance significantly. In addition, the results
revealed that the students and the domain experts found
the ontology-based auto-generated feedback easy to read,
useful, and related to the auto-generated questions.
Future work includes applying OntoPeFeGe across several educational fields such as; medicine and engineering.
This will help in evaluating the quality of auto-generated
feedback and the effect of personalised feedback in several
fields. In addition, OntoPeFeGe could be enhanced by integrating additional types of feedback such as hint feedback.
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